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MOROCOLOR ITALIA SPA declares that the following articles: 
 
MOROCOLOR Code Description 
101A12TO Watercolour tablets,plastic box with lid/mixing palette, 12 colours. 
110A12B Watercolour tablets,plastic box with lid/mixing palette, 12 colours. 
111A24B Watercolour tablets,plastic box with lid/mixing palette, 24 colours. 
107A12A Watercolour tablets,plastic box with lid/mixing palette, 12 colours. 
108A24A Watercolour tablets,plastic box with lid/mixing palette, 24 colours. 
112A12SG Watercolour tablets,plastic box with lid/mixing palette, 12 colours. 
114A22SG Watercolour tablets,plastic box with lid/mixing palette, 22 colours. 
133A12MGM Fine watercolour tablets in removable plastic trays,box with metal lid, 12 colours. 
134A24MGM Fine watercolour tablets in removable plastic trays,box with metal lid, 24 colours. 
126A12FN Watercolour tablets,plastic box with lid/mixing palette, 12 colours. 
127A24FN Watercolour tablets,plastic box with lid/mixing palette, 24 colours. 
138A12NDM Fine watercolour tablets in removable plastic trays, with lid/mixing palette, 12 colours. 
139A24NDM Fine watercolour tablets in removable plastic trays, with lid/mixing palette, 24 colours. 
120A10SG Watercolour tablets,plastic box with lid/mixing palette, 10 colours. 
102A12TOM Watercolour tablets,plastic box with lid/mixing palette, 12 colours. 
118A12P Watercolour tablets, 12 colours. 
115A12FM Special watercolour tablets, with lid/mixing palette, 8 metallic and 4 fluo colours. 
238AT6 Liquid watercolour in pot, 6 colours. 
235AT300*** Liquid watercolour bottle with flow-control cap, 10 colours. 
440TRA*** Fine poster paint, 12 colours 
245T12PP Fine poster paint, in PP box, 12 colours 
442T5BL Fine poster paint, in blister, 5 primary colours. 
441T8SP Fine poster paint, in PP box, 8 colours 
444T10SAP Fine poster paint, in PP box, 10 colours 
448T12AP Fine poster paint, in PP box, 12 colours 
449T22VA Fine poster paint, case with lid/mixing palette, 22 colours 
272CS2P Fantasia: case with 14 poster colour tubes and 15 watercolours Ø 30 mm. 
745T6GAP Fine poster paint, in PP box, 6 colours 
744T10GAP Fine poster paint, in PP box, 10 colours 
2533TL6 Premium ready mix paint with flow-control nozzle, 6 colours 
439T14BL Premium ready mix paint in pot. Blister with 12 colours. 
253TB6E Premium ready mix paint in pot, 6 colours. 
252TB12 Premium ready mix paint in pot, 12 colours. 

198TL12SP Premium ready mix paint in pot, multipurpose case, 12 colours. 

824VTLP Premium ready mix paint in pot, multipurpose case, 6 colours +2 sponges+3 sponge brushes+1 jumbo 
brush+1 plastic mat. 

199TL125*** Premium ready mix paint in bottle with flow-control cap, 6 colours. 

200TL300*** Premium ready mix paint in bottle with flow-control cap, 6 colours. 
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201TL500*** Premium ready mix paint in bottle with flow-control cap, 17 colours. 
203TL1000*** Premium ready mix paint in bottle with flow-control cap, 18 colours. 
205TL6 Premium ready mix paint in bottle with flow-control cap, 6 colours.In plastic carrier. 
203TL1000ASS Premium ready mix paint in bottle with flow-control cap, 6 colours.In master carton. 
2532FM8 Fluorescent & Metallic poster paint with flow-control nozzle, 4 fluorescent and 4 metallic colours. 
450T12FMP Fluorescent & Metallic fine poster paint, in PP box, 4 fluorescent and 8 metallic colours. 
231TM6E Metallic poster paint in pot, 6 colours. 
254TF6E Fluorescent poster paint in pot, 6 colours. 
258TB18FMP Premium poster paint, fluo and metallic,, 12 colours. 
233TM300*** Metallic poster paint in bottle with flow-control cap, 10 colours. 
233TM6ASS Display containing 6 bottles of metallic poster paint, with flow-control cap. 
234TP300*** Pearl poster paint in bottle with flow-control cap, 8 colours. 
234TP6ASS Display containing 6 bottles of pearl poster paint, with flow-control cap. 
255TF300*** Fluorescent poster paint in bottle with flow-control cap, 6 colours. 
255TF6ASS Display containing 6 bottles of Fluorescent paint, with flow-control cap. 
2001BR*** Ready mix paint, bottle with flow-control nozzle, 12 colours 
202BR500*** Beginner’s ready-mix poster paint, bottle with flow-control cap, 21 colours. 
204BR1000*** Beginner’s ready-mix poster paint, bottle with flow-control cap, 23 colours. 
210BR6 Beginner’s ready-mix poster paint, in bottle with flow-control cap, 6 colours.In plastic carrier. 
204BR1000ASS Beginner’s ready-mix poster paint,  in bottle with flow-control cap, 6 colours.In master carton. 
211BR5000*** Beginner’s ready-mix poster paint, 7 colours. 
NCC #NewColourCandidate poster paint in pot, 6 special colours. 
2251TD40S4 Finger paint in pot, 4 colours. 
2252TD40S6 Finger paint in pot, 6 colours. 
225TD6E Finger paint in pot, 6 colours. 
226TD50S Finger paint in pot, 6 colours. 
221TD100SP Finger paint in pot, multipurpose case, 6 colours. 

823VTDP Finger paint in pot, 4 colours in multipurpose case with 6 stencils+1 sponge+1 sponge roller+1 jumbo brush+ 
plastic mat. 

2241TD100S4T Finger paint in pot, 4 colours. 
222TD6G Finger paint in pot, 6 colours. 
227TD750*** Finger paint in bottle with flow-control cap, 10 colours. 
223TD1000*** Finger paint in bottle with flow-control cap, 8 colours. 
229TPD100SP Pearl finger paint in pot, multipurpose case, 6 colours. 
228TXD100SP Textile finger paint in pot, multipurpose case, 6 colours. 
408TA6 Acrylic paint in pot, 6 colours. 
400TA300*** Acrylic paint in bottle with flow-control cap, 22 colours. 
400TA6ASS Display containing 6 bottles of acrylic paint with flow-control cap 
404TA1000*** Acrylic paint in bottle with flow-control cap, 12 colours. 
400TAF300*** Fluo acrylic paint in bottle with flow-control cap, 4 colours. 
400TAM300*** Metallic acrylic paint in bottle with flow-control cap, 4 colours. 
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651W6SP Window colour set in bottle with flow-control nozzle, In multipurpose case. 
650W*** Window colour in bottle with flow-control nozzle, 14 colours 
4101TX6E Textile acrylic paint in pot, 6 colours. 
411TX300*** Textile acrylic paint bottle with flow-control cap, 11 colours. 
411TX6ASS Display containing 6 bottles of Textile acrylic paint with flow-control cap 
051PC12I Wax crayons, wrapped, in carton box, 12 colours. 
052PC24I Wax crayons, wrapped, in carton box, 24 colours. 
0501PC12E Resistant wax crayons, in carton box, 12 colours. 
0502PC12AD Resistant wax crayons, in carton box, 12 additional colours. 
0503PC48E Resistant wax crayons, in pot of 48 pieces, 12 colours. 
0504PC216E Resistant wax crayons, in schoolbox with partition shelves, 216 pieces, 12 colours. 
0561PC36I Wax crayons, wrapped, in pot of 36 pieces, 12 colours. 
053PCSCMX Wax crayons, wrapped, in box of 144, 12 colours. 
049PC10NP  Wax crayons with ergonomic sheath,in PP box, 10 colours. 
060PC12AP Jumbo Wax crayons unwrapped, in PP box, 12 colours. 
0601PC8J Jumbo resistant wax crayons, in carton box, 8 colours 
0602PC48J Jumbo resistant wax crayons, in bucket of 48 pieces, 8 colours. 
0603PC120J Jumbo resistant wax crayons, in schoolbox with partition shelves, 120 pieces, 8 colours. 
062PC48A Jumbo Wax crayons unwrapped, in pot of 48 pieces, 12 colours. 
061PC60A Jumbo Wax crayons unwrapped, in pot of 60 pieces, 12 colours. 
085PT12P Triangular Wax crayons unwrapped, in PP box, 12 colours. 
087PT144 Triangular wax crayons, unwrapped, in schoolbox with partition shelves, 144 pieces, 12 colours. 
086PT26B Triangular Wax crayons unwrapped, in pot of 26 pieces, 12 colours. 
048PA10NP Water-soluble wax crayons with ergonomic sheath, in PP box, 10 colours. 
1301WM8 Wax dry-erase crayons for whiteboard, in carton box, 8 colours. 
1302WSET Set with whiteboard in PP 35x24 cm and wax dryerase crayons, 8 colours. 
130PA10 Water-soluble wax crayons with ergonomic sheath, in metal box, 10 colours. 
074TRI6 Triangular wax crayons, super resistant, in carton box, 6 colours. 
073TRI12AP Triangular wax crayons, super resistant, in PP box, 6 colours. 
077TRI30 Triangular wax crayons, super resistant, in pot of 30 pieces, 10 colours. 
079TRI30PAST Triangular wax crayons, super resistant, in pot of 30 pieces, 10 pastel colours. 
080PO12N Oil pastels, wrapped, in carton box,12 colours. 
081PO25N Oil pastels, wrapped, in carton box,25 colours. 
5300MAT12P Plastic Coloured pencils,hexagonal, wood free,in plastic bag, 12 colours. 
503MAT12E Coloured pencils,hexagonal,lacquered, in carton box, 12 colours. 
504MAT24E Coloured pencils,hexagonal,lacquered, in carton box,4 242 colours. 
502MAT36E Coloured pencils,hexagonal,lacquered, in carton box, 36 colours. 
505B72 Coloured pencils,hexagonal,lacquered, in pot of 72 pieces, 12 colours. 
507MAT216 Coloured pencils, hexagonal, lacquered, in schoolbox with partition shelves, 216 pieces, 12 colours. 
510MAXI12E Coloured Jumbo pencils,hexagonal,lacquered, in carton box, 12 colours. 
511MAXI120 Jumbo coloured pencils, hexagonal, lacquered, schoolbox with partition shelves, 120 pieces, 12 colours. 
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521B36 Coloured Jumbo pencils,hexagonal,lacquered, in pot of 36 pieces, 12 colours. 
515TRIS12 Coloured pencils,triangular,lacquered, in carton box, 12 colours. 
517TJ120 Jumbo coloured pencils, triangular, lacquered, in schoolbox with partition shelves, 120 pieces, 12 colours. 
518MAXITRIS12 Coloured Jumbo pencils, triangular ,lacquered, in carton box, 12 colours. 
519MAXITRIS12E Jumbo coloured pencils, triangular, lacquered, in carton box, 12 colours. 
516BTJ36E Coloured Jumbo pencils, triangular ,lacquered, in pot of 36 pieces, 12 colours. 
545MTRI12A Water-soluble coloured pencils, triangular, lacquered, 12 colours. 
546MTRI24A Water-soluble coloured pencils, triangular, lacquered, 24 colours. 
547MTRI36A Water-soluble coloured pencils, triangular, lacquered, 36 colours. 
5300MAT12P Plastic coloured pencils, hexagonal, wood free, in plastic bag, 12 colours. 
5247MINAB36 Hexagonal coloured pencils minabella, in metal box,36 colours. 
522MINAB12 Hexagonal coloured pencils minabella, in carton box, 12 colours. 
523MINAB24 Hexagonal coloured pencils minabella, in carton box, 24 colours. 
52**MBS*** Hexagonal coloured pencils minabella recharge, single colour, in carton box, 24 colours, 12 pieces. 
5245ESP576MB Plexiglas and metal display, 24 minabella hexagonal coloured pencils x 24 colours. 
5246MB60 Hexagonal coloured pencils minabella, in pot of 60 pieces, 12 colours. 
525MINAB144 Hexagonal coloured pencils Minabella in schoolbox with partition shelves, 144 pieces, 12 colours. 
5220DUO12 Hexagonal coloured pencils minabella duo, double-colour, in carton box, 24 colours. 
5251MINAB6F Hexagonal fluo coloured pencils minabella, in carton box, 6 colours. 
5252MINAB6M Hexagonal metallic coloured pencils minabella, in carton box, 6 colours. 
6012PEN6 Super washable fibre-tip pens, fine tip, in carton box, 6 colours. 
6032JUMBO6 Jumbo fibre-tip pens, special tip, in carton box, 6 colours. 
601PEN12 Super washable fibre-tip pens, fine tip, in carton box, 12 colours. 
602PEN24 Super washable fibre-tip pens, fine tip, in carton box, 24 colours. 
605PEN12B Super washable fibre-tip pens, fine tip, in plastic wallet, 12 colours. 
606PEN24B Super washable fibre-tip pens, fine tip, in plastic wallet, 24 colours. 
614PEN96B Super washable fibre-tip pens, fine tip, in bucket of 96 pieces, 12 colours. 
615PEN120 Super washable fibre-tip pens, fine tip, in school box with partition shelves, 120 pieces,12 colours. 

623BPS75 36 Jumbo fibre-tip pens and 36 washable fine fibre-tip pens in bucket of 72 pieces, 12 colours+3 washable 
stencils 

603JUMBO12 Jumbo fibre-tip pens, special tip,in carton box, 12 colours. 
604JUMBO24 Jumbo fibre-tip pens, special tip,in carton box,in carton box, 12 colours. 
622BPJ36N Jumbo fibre-tip pens, special tip,in carton box, in bucket of 36 pieces, 12 colours. 
621BPJ60 Jumbo fibre-tip pens, special tip,in carton box, in bucket of 60 pieces, 12 colours. 
610PENDP10 Dual fibre-tip pens, in carton box, 10 colours. 
618BT12 Superwashable fibre-tip pens with brush-tip, in carton box, 12 colours. 
6013PEN6F Neon markers, in carton box, 6 colours. 
6014PEN6M Glitter markers, in carton box, 6 colours. 
611PENTX8 Textile fibre-tip pens, in carton box, 8 colours. 
2907ED4B Soft modelling dough in pot, 4 colours. 
2971EDS*** Play dough, 6 colours. 
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2906ED180 Soft modelling dough in bucket, carton of 6 assorted colours or 24 single colours. 
2911BOAT Play dough set, in multipurpose case, 5 pieces+1 large cutout boat+6 crative tools+1 mat 
2912BIKE Play dough set, in multipurpose case, 5 pieces+1 large cutout bike+6 crative tools+1 mat 
2913CAMP Play dough set, in multipurpose case, 5 pieces+1 large cutout camp+6 crative tools+1 mat 
2914HOUSE Play dough set, in multipurpose case, 5 pieces+1 large cutout house+6 crative tools+1 mat 
2901BOY Play dough set, in multipurpose case, 5 pieces+1 large cutout boy+6 crative tools+1 mat 
2902GIRL Play dough set, in multipurpose case, 5 pieces+1 large cutout girl+6 crative tools+1 mat 
2903DOG Play dough set, in multipurpose case, 5 pieces+1 large cutout dog+6 crative tools+1 mat 
2904CAT Play dough set, in multipurpose case, 5 pieces+1 large cutout cat+6 crative tools+1 mat 
291ED300GF Play dough in bucket, 3 colours. 
292ED7GF Play dough in bucket, 7 colours. 
294ED10GF Play dough in bucket, 10 colours. 
288BARGF Play dough set, in schoolbox of 6 pieces, 16 snack bar accessories.  
289ABCGF Play dough set, in schoolbox of 8 pieces, 32 Alphabet accessories.  
290CITYGF Play dough set, in schoolbox of 6 pieces, 13 town bar accessories.  
298ED24GF Play dough set, in schoolbox of 24 pieces, 6 colours. 
297ED50GF Play dough in Jumbo bucket of 50 pieces, 8 colours. 
2661CP11 Bags with modelling clay bars, 11 colours. 
2662CP11 Bags with modelling clay bars, 11 colours. 
265CP6 Modelling clay bars, in carton box, 6 colours. 
266CP10 Modelling clay bars, in carton box, 10 colours. 
269PP10 Bags with modelling clay bars, 10 colours. 
261CP550*** Modelling clay block, 10 colours. 
2651BPF6 Modelling clay bars, in blister, 6 fluo colours. 
267CP10P Modelling clay bars, in PP box, 10 colours. 
2855MOD250B White modelling clay. Ready for use, air dries hard. 
2865MOD250T Terracotta modelling clay. Ready for use, air dries hard. 
285MOD500B White modelling clay. Ready for use, air dries hard. 
286MOD500T Terracotta modelling clay. Ready for use, air dries hard. 
2856MOD1000B White modelling clay. Ready for use, air dries hard. 
2866MOD1000T Terracotta modelling clay. Ready for use, air dries hard. 
001GB36 Calcium carbonate white chalks, antidust, in carton box, 36 pieces. 
011GB10R White antidust chalks, in carton box, 10 pieces. 
010GB100R White antidust chalks, in carton box, 100 pieces. 
014GC10R Coloured antidust chalks, in carton box, 10 pieces. 
012GC100R Coloured antidust chalks, in carton box, 100 pieces. 
0031GC24JC Calcium carbonate antidust sidewalk chalks, in bucket of 24 pieces,7 colours. 
0032GC22JC Calcium carbonate antidust sidewalk chalks, in bucket of 22 pieces, 7 colours. 
3311SLIMESET1 Slime set, carton case, 4 coloured glues, 1 slime activator in bottle. 
3312SLIMESET2 Sparkling slime set, carton case, 3 coloured glues, 1 slime activator, 1 perlescent in bottle. 
3309CC240*** Coloured water-based clear glue, bottle with flow-control cap. 
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3309CC240ASS Coloured water-based clear glue, bottle with flow-control cap, 6 colours. In master carton. 
3310AS240 Slime activator, bottle with flow-control cap. 
3301CV80 Vinyl glue in bottle with flow-control nozzle/cap. 
3302CV250 Vinyl glue in bottle with flow-control cap. 
333CV1000 Vinyl glue in bottle with flow-control cap. 
301CA80 Water-based glue in bottle with flow-control nozzle/cap. 
3308CA240 Water-based clear glue, bottle with flow-control cap. 
303CA1000 Water-based glue in bottle with flow-control cap. 
4002P5S Ready-mix acrylic paint for pouring technique, 5 colours. 
4001PG500M Acrylic medium for pouring technique. 
1612T14FM Fine acrylic paint in pot, blister with 14 colours fluo+metal 
161TA14BL Fine acrylic paint in pot, blister with 14 colours 
405R*** Spare tube, single colour, 12 colours. 
407TA12PP Fine acrylic paint in alluminium tube, 12 colours. 
405TA10SP Fine acrylic paint in alluminium tube, 10 colours. 
416TB18ASP Acrylic paint set in pot,multipurpose case. 
420TA*** Fine acrylic paint in tube, 22 colours. 
421TATM5 Fine acrylic paint in tube, 5 primary colours. 
402TA125ASS Fine acrylic paint, carton display containing 6 bottles. 6 colours. 
402TA125ASS2 Fine acrylic paint, carton display containing 6 bottles. 6 colours. 
4003TA500*** Fine acrylic paint, bottle with flow-control cap, 12 colours. 
402TA125*** Fine acrylic paint in bottle with flow-control cap. 36 colours. 
410TX125ASS Display containing 6 bottles of textile paint with flow-control cap. 6 colours. 
410TX125*** Textile paint in bottle with flow-control cap. 10 colours 
410TXF125*** Fluo Textile paint in bottle with flow-control cap. 4 colours 
410TXM125*** Metallic Textile paint in bottle with flow-control cap. 6 colours 
424TRED Acrylic structure paste, three dimensional, in pot 
424GF Acrylic structure paste, fine- grained, in pot 
420TAE75 Acrylic structure paste, fine- grained, in tube. 
424GG Acrylic structure paste, coarse-grained,  in pot 
420TASG75 Acrylic structure paste, coarse-grained, in tube. 
426BP250*** Acrylic paint for Blackboard effect, In pot, 4 colours. 
402VL Glossy varnishes in bottle with flow-control cap. 
402GAC Acrylic chalk in bottle with flow-control cap. 
402CA Acrylic glue in bottle with flow-control cap. 
402VO Mat varnishes in bottle with flow-control cap. 
425TO10P Fine oil paint in aluminium tube, in plastic Box. 10 colours. 
0802POA12 Water-soluble oil pastels, wrapped, in carton box, 12 colours. 
0803POA24 Water-soluble oil pastels, wrapped, in carton box, 24 colours. 
237AT10SP Fine watercolour in aluminium tube, in plastic Box. 10 colours. 
136A12GMH Fine watercolour tablets in removable plastic trays, 12 colours. 
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137A24GMH Fine watercolour tablets in removable plastic trays, 24 colours. 
020GC12I Soft pastel chalks, square section, with self-adhesive paper wrap, 12 colours. 
021GC24I Soft pastel chalks, square section, with self-adhesive paper wrap, 24 colours. 
 
are manufactured with raw materials that do not contain: 
 
- Wheat, gluten and products thereof. 

- Other cereals containing gluten and products thereof. 

- Eggs and products thereof. 

- Fish and products thereof. 

- Milk, constituents and products thereof.  

- Fruits (dried and fresh fruits) and products thereof. 

- Legumes and products thereof.  

- Latex and products thereof.  

 

The possibility of cross contamination in the manufacturing process is highly unlikely, anyway 
in case of severely allergic persons, it is recommended to carry out a preliminary test. 
       
 

ANNA MARIA MORO 
               QA MANAGER 
 


